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4-H Clothing Event Report Form
Bring this completed form with you to Expressions Day judging.
This form should be filled out to enter Fashion Revue (constructed garments),
Clothing Selection or $15 Challenge (purchased garments). You will need to
submit one form for each category.
Member Name ___________________ Grade (last fall) ______________________
Yrs. in Project
_________ Junior

Yrs. in 4-H
__________ Intermediate

________ Senior

Please check if you are entering:
______Clothing Selection

______Fashion Revue

_____ $15 Challenge

1. Write your clothing event goal. (What you wanted to learn/do, which is in your control. For
example being selected for state fair is in the judge’s control thus not an appropriate goal).

2. Where did you plan to wear this outfit when you decided to purchase or sew it?

3. Why do you think this outfit is right for the activity or occasion written above (question 2)?
(fabric, fit, construction)

4. What other items in your wardrobe can you wear with this outfit?

5. How many times in a year do you expect to wear this outfit?

6. What kind of care does this outfit require?

1 of 2

7. Is the cost and care required for this outfit reasonable?

8. Describe the accessories you selected and explain why.

9. Complete appropriate script card. (Tell us what you want to hear about yourself and this
outfit as you model on stage at the Style Show. You can include your name, statements
about design features and colors in the outfit, your goals, or your recent 4-H experiences.)
For $15 Challenge Participants Only (Sales Receipts are Required)
Have you changed (altered/enhanced) or embellished this garment/outfit in any way since
choosing/purchasing it? If yes, explain.

Where did you purchase your outfit? Would you consider shopping at garage sales,
consignment stores, Goodwill or Salvation Army stores in the future?

10. FASHION REVUE: ATTACH FABRIC SAMPLES OF GARMENTS YOU SEWED BELOW:

Attach Fabric
Sample Here
Attach photo here.

11. Attach a photo of you modeling your outfit.

